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Exact asymptotic formulas for the number of partitions with various restrictions 
(e.g., into odd parts of size <r, odd distinct parts <r) are found. The idea 
is to introduce a differential operator into the formulas obtained from the 
Hardy-Ramanujan-Rademacher theory. 0 1991 Academic PESS, hc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Starting with Hardy and Ramanujan [lo, 111 and Rademacher [13, 143 
the use of the “circle method” has produced many exact asymptotic 
formulas. Usually the functions considered are modular or “almost” 
modular (see the examples later in this paper). These formulas are all of the 
following type: 
Given a (generalized) modular function 
F(x)= f a(n)x” 
n=l 
(we assume that a(O) = 1 and a(n) = 0 for PI < 0), 
a(n) = f c u(h, k)‘-2”‘h”‘kl,(dk(n + a)). 
k=l (h,k)=l 
(1) 
Here y and cx are constants depending on F(x). The u(h, k) and d, are 
complex numbers. 
The function 
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is related to the Bessel function by 
J,(z) = (z/2)YL,( -?/4). 
In the original case, when a(n) = p(n), the number of partitions of n, y = 1, 
u(h, k) = o(h, k) is the 24kth root of unity of Hardy and Ramanujan, and 
In this paper (as in [4, 51) we generalize these formulas theoretically to 
“arbitrary” functions. In practice (i.e., numerically) the result is highly 
dependent on how ,,close” the function is to a modular function. Thus we 
obtain good asymptotic formulas for various kinds of restricted partitions 
(into odd, distinct, etc., parts). The new idea is to introduce a differential 
operator D = d/dn into the formalism. 
I am grateful to George Andrews, who came up with the idea of a 
“verifying proof.” Without him this paper would never have been written. 
2. THE MAIN THEOREM 
Assume that 
l/F(x)= 2 c(v) x”. 
P = 0 
Then for all v in Z we have 
We make the assumption that the exact formula (1) is valid for all n in Z, 
i.e., the right-hand side 
a*(n) = 0 for n CO. (2) 
This is the case when a(n) = p(n) (Petersson’s theorem) or for Rademacher 
and Zuckerman’s general theorem [ 13, p. 3101. 
It follows that 
if “=p 
otherwise. 
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Let now 
g(x) = f b(n) xn 
0 
be any function. Define 
S(x) = g(x)/F(x) = g e(v) xv 
0 
and 
S,(x)= : e(v)x”. 
!J=O 
Then we are ready to state our general formula. 
THEOREM 1. Let F(x) = C,” u(n) x” be a function satisfying assumptions 
(1) and (2) above. Then we have 
b(n) = f c o(h, k) e-2Rihn’k 
k=l (h,k)=l 
X S,(e-(D-2nih’k)) L,(d,(n + a)), 
where D = dfdn. 
Proof We start by proving the theorem for the “delta function” 
g(x) = x”, where SEN. 
Then 
S(x) = g(x) ~(x)=x’ f c(v)x”= f c(j-s)xj 
V=O J=s 
and 
S,(x) = i c(j- s) xi. 
j=s 
By Taylor’s theorem we have 
epjDh(n) = h(n -j) 
and hence 
S,,(e-(D-2”ih’k)) L,(d,(n + ~1) 
= i c(j-s) epicD-2nih’k)Ly(dk(n +u)) 
j  = s 
= i c(j - s) ezzihlkL,(dk(n -j + ~1)). 
j=s 
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This is a finite sum of entire functions, so there is no problem with the 
convergence. 
Let b*(n) denote the right-hand side of the formula in the theorem. We 
get 
b*(n) = f 
k= 1 (h,k)= 1 j=s 
x ,-zxih(n- “‘kL,(dk(n -j+ a)) 
= i c(j-s) f 1 o(h, k) 
,, = s k= I (h,k)= I 
x ,~Inih(n~-i)lkLg(dk(n -j+ a)) 
if n=s 
otherwise. 
The sum convergences since it is a finite sum of convergent series 
(assuming the series for a*(n) is convergent). 
By additivity the formula is proved for all polynomials g(x). But since 
for fixed n, the coefficients e(O), . . . . e(n) of S,(x) depend only on 
W), . . . . b(n), we can replace a general g(x) by the polynomial g(x) 
(mod x” + ’ ) as well. 
Before we begin the numerical calculations we give some formulas for the 
function (y not a negative integer) 
5% L,(x)= c xy \,=,vwy+v+1)’ 
Let D = dldx. Then 
DL;,=L:,+, 
D-‘L,,=L,,pl if y#Z orif y>l 
D -‘Lo = xyL,, for VEZ, 
(the last two formulas are conventional after the right constant of 
integration is chosen). The following formula is used several times in the 
examples: 
D-“L,(ax)=a-px”~pL,-,(ax) 
if v $ p are integers. There is also a recursion formula, 
L, ,(x) - xL,+ ,(x) = yL,(x). 
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The formal identity 
eliDxY = T(y) ~xyL,(x) 
was helpful in the original discovery of the asymptotic formula in 
Example 1 below (y = ;). 
EXAMPLE 1. Let F(x) = n;=, (1 -xv)-’ and 
a(n) = p(n) = the number of partitions of n. 
Let 
and hence 
g(x)= h (1 -x”)-’ 
v = 1 
b(n)= p(n, Y)= the number of partitions of n into at most r 
parts. 
By the Hardy-Ramanujan-Rademacher theorem we have [ 13, p. 2921 
u(n) = p(n) = 271 3’2 f A,(n) kP512L3,, ($ (n -b)), 
k=l 
where 
A,(n) = 1 w(h, k) e-2nihn’k 
(h,k) = 1 
and 
u(h, k) = o(h, k) = exp 
Now by Andrews [6, p. 191 
s(x)=F(x) ,‘=r+l 
g(x)= fi (I-x”)=l+f 
(-l)vXv(r+(u+l)/2) 
“=1 (1 -x)(1 -x2)...(1-XV) 
and 
[n/r] (-l)VXY(r+(~+1)/2) 
(mod xn + I). 
641/38/2-2 
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(By the proof of the theorem it does not matter if a few coefficients of x’ 
for v > n occur. Their contribution will be zero anyway.) It follows that 
312 ,x 
k= I (h.k)= I 
Now 
S”(exp(-(D-y))) 
This agrees up to some change in notation) with the formula given in 
c4, 51. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let F(x) = npS, (1 -x2’-‘) ’ and 
a(n) = q(n) = the number of partitions of n into odd parts. 
Let 
g(x)= fi (l-x”)-‘, 
Y = 1 
\, odd 
where r is odd. 
Then 
b(n) = q(n, r) = the number of n into odd parts of size <r. 
We have 
a(n)=q(n)= -& g A,(n) k--‘L, 
k 1 
kodd 
where 
Ak(n) = 1 6(/z, k) ep2nmh’k 
(h.k)= I 
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with 
Here 
(Cx))= ;-[x,-’ i 
if XEZ 
2 if x$Z. 
This formula is in the work by P. Hagis [S, pp. 215, 2211. In Abramowitz 
and Stegun’s table Cl, p. 8251, A,(n) is given incorrectly. Therefore it might 
be useful to give a few terms explicitly. We have 
A,(n)= 1 
(3n- 1)7r 
a,(+4cos~cos 5 
A,(n)=2 cosy+cos 
( 
2n(n- l)+cos2x(3n- 1) 
7 7 > . 
Furthermore 6(/z, k) = exp{ rcir(h, k) f, where 
t(l,3)=$, C(2, 3) = - $, 
t(l,5)=t(2,5)=f, t(3,5) = r(4, 5) = - j, 
t(l,7)=t(3,7)=;, t(2, 7) = f(5, 7) = 0, t(4, 7) = t(6, 7) = - f. 
We get 
and 
S,(x) = 1 + ; 
(-l)vXv(r+v+l) 
y=1(1-x2)(1-x4)...(1-x~“)’ 
where 
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Finally 
b(n) = q(n, r) = 
xe -2nihnlkk -ZS,(~- (D-Znihlk)) L 
I (j$(n+&)). 
Write 
q(n) - q(n, r) = 3’1 + 63 + $5 + ‘. . 
Then by expanding S, as in [43 we get 
The leading term of Sk will be 
w(h, k) e-2niWk 
] -,--(2D--rlnihlkl 
xe --0.+2)j(D-2nth/k)L 
Now 
(1 -e- 2Dt4nhijk)- 1 = 
e D ~ Zaih/k 
2 sinh(D - 2nihlk)) 
eD.e -‘“ihik(sinh D cm 2nh/k + i cash D sin 2zhjk) = 
2(sinh2D + sin’ 2nh/k) 
Using that 
(jj(k - h, k) = m = e _ rrir(h,k’ 
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we get 
i&112. 
24k2a 
F(n--r-2)-nt(h,k))e-‘” 
2nh 
- cos k (n-r) - nt(h, k) 
> e-(r+2)Dj 
In particular for k = 3 we get 
+- 7r2 {~,(n-r-2)e-‘D-A,(n-r)e-(‘+2)D} 
324fi 
1 -iD2+iD4+ --} L, (g&+&i)) 
(the next deleted terms contains eC(2’+6)D). 
Using the formulas for L,(x) we get the following asymptotic formula for 
44 r). 
Put 
{ = (7r2/12)(n - r - 47/24) 
b = ~~‘/12. 
Then for Y > (n - 3)/2 
lr2 
q(n) - qh r) = - 
24fi 
(1 + coth D) e-(rc2)DL1 
($+kl)) 
1 
=gG 
Lo(e)+bL,(5)+~L2(r)-~L4(5)+ ... 
If v is an integer, L,(x) can be computed using the recursion formula 
L,- ,(x) = VLJX) + XL,, L(X). 
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Put L, + i(x) = 0 for large v and choose L, arbitrary. Then apply induction 
backwards down to v = 0 and normalize using 
L,(X) +2 f (-s)‘L,,,(x) = 1. 
\‘= I 
This is the method used to compute the Bessel functions in, e.g., 
MATLAB. The accumulation of rounding errors causes large errors; e.g., if 
x = 160 then only 6 of the 16 digits are correct. It is better to use the power 
series to compute L,,(x). 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. Let n = 400 and r = 199. Then 
q(400) - q(400, 199) = 11,962,163,400,706 - 11,958,291,525,840 
= 3,871,874,866. 
We get 
&, = 3,871,874,873.893 
s3 = -7.462 
$l + & = 3,871,874,866.431. 
EXAMPLE 3. Let F(x) and a(n) be the same as in Example 2. Recall that 
a(n) = q(n) is also the number of partitions of n into distinct parts. We can 
also write 
F(x)= fi (1 +.u’). 
P = 1 
Let g(x) = nb= i (1 + v”). Then 
b(n) = q(n, r) = the number of partitions of n into distinct parts 
of size <r. 
It follows that 
g(x) ‘I’ 
S(x)=-= p(x) J (1 +-f-’ 
\‘--r+1 
=l+ f 
(-l)VXV(‘f’) 
“=1 (1 -x)(1 -x’)...(l -XV)’ 
Just as in Example 2 we get 
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with 
ml=~[e-(r+l)D(~+~+~-~+~+ . ..) 
-,-(Zr+Z,D ‘+3+“+‘)+E-D)+ 
20’ 40 24 8 480 160 
.,. 
+,-(3r+3)D i+i+ 47+!2+ . . . 1 6D3 2D2 120 24 
XL, (z(n+&)). 
The leading term of Sk is found in the same way as in Example 2 (by 
replacing D - 2xh/k by D/2 - zih/k at some places). The final result is 
- cos F(n-r)--m(h,k) 
nh nh 
cosec’ - - D2 cosec4 - + D4 
7th 
. 
k k 
cosec6 - 
k 
-Jjcosec4$)+ .-}L, (&(n+&J). 
In particular for k = 3 
. &g,!g+ 
{ . ..} L, (&(n+&))+ .... 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. Let n = 400 and I = 200. Then 
q(400) - 9”(400, 200) = 11,962,163,400,706 - l&954,655,830,925 
= 7,507,569,781. 
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8, = 7,507,569,777.562 
c& = 3.928 
8’ + & = 7,507,569,781.490. 
EXAMPLE 4. Let F(x)=JJ~=, (1 +x2”-‘) and 
a(n) = Q(n) = the number of partitions of n into distinct odd 
parts. 
By [7] we have 
n(n)=Q(n)=(-l)$ f A,(n)k-2L 
k=2 
1 (g+;))7 
keven 
where 
A,(n) = C w*(h, k) e-2nihn’k 
(h,k) = 1 
(not the same as in Examples l-3) with 
uodd 
Let 
g(x)= jj (1 +x2”-‘). 
“Zl 
Then 
b(n) = Q(FI, r) = the number of partitions of n into distinct odd 
parts <2r- 1. 
We have 
S(x) = $+ fj (1 +p+‘) 
P = I 
a2 
(-1)“xy(y+2r~ 
=l+,,~l(l-x’)(l-x’)...(l-x~“). 
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By denoting Q(n) - Q(n, r) = g2 + a4 + $6 + . . . as before, we get 
- ?t2 
0,25--e 
24 
and 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. Let 12 = 199 and r = 99. Then 
Q( 199) - Q( 199,99) = 300,085 - 280,494 = 19,591 
where 
3* = 19,593.777 
s4= -2.560 
& + & = 19,591.217. 
EXAMPLE 5. Let F(x) =x-l n;= 1 (1 - x”)-~~. Then a(n) = f(n). See 
[12, p. 1441 for the motivation to compute the z”(n). There the asymptotic 
formula is stated as 
a(n)=l(n)=(2?z)‘4 f A&2)k-14L13 
k=l 
where 
Ak(n)= C e-(2Wk)(h’--nhl 
(h.k)= I 
with hh’ + 1 E 0 (mod k). With 
g(x)=x-’ fi (1 -x”)-24 
“=l 
and b(n) = i(n, r) we get 
S(x) = $$= fi (1 -x724= 1-~+0(~2~1’). 
“=r+ 1 
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As before 
f(n)-?(n,r)=cs,+~*+ .“) 
where 
5 Is12(2#4.eP”+1’D(1+cothD/2)L,,(4n2n) 
and 
&=:(-l)nPr.12 . d4( 1 + coth D/2) eP”+ ““L,&c*n). 
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE. Let r=6. Then 
F(ll)-Qll, 6)= 10,914,317,934- 10,909,387,014 
=4,930,920. 
We get (using terms of coth D/2 up to D" ) 
$, =4,930,920.563 
and 
Hence 
&= -0.518. 
$I + $2 = 4,930,920.045. 
EXAMPLE 6. Let F(x) = J(X) = x-’ + 744 + C,“=, c(n) xN be the 
J-invariant (thus c(1) = 196,884, C(2) = 21,493,760, etc.). Then 
k=l 
where A”,(n) is the same as in Example 5 (see [ 12, p. 1471). As 
J(x)= &(x j3 
n:= 1 (1 - xy)24 
one could take 
g(x) = 
E4b13 
n;=, (1 -xyY4 
but it is not very likely that the coefficients of g(x) are interesting. 
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EXAMPLE 7. In [ 12, p. 1353 very general exact asymptotic formulas for 
the string functions are obtained. They can (with a lot of effort) be used to 
produce new formulas like in the previous examples. 
EXAMPLE 8. In [9] P. Hagis finds (very complicated) exact asymptotic 
formulas for the coefficients of 
31 1 ~xr~Zt~+Il 
F(x) = n 
,, =. 1 - .xyzv+ ’ . 
Therefore it seems possible to do the same for 
N 
g(x) = fi 1= c b(n) X’I. 
,,=, 1-x” 0 
The unimodality (for r> 11) of the polynomial g(x) is one of the author’s 
favorite conjectures (see [2, 31) (a polynomial is unimodaf if the coefficients 
increase up to the middle and then decrease). 
Remark. By comparing the leading terms of the expansions in Exam- 
ples 2, 4, and 6 we see that 
4(n) - fi Q(n) and c(n) - 48fi q(48n) as n-+oo. 
The convergence is slow; e.g., 
48$ q( 1152) = 3.534582. 1O25 
but 
~(24) = 3.530745. lo*‘. 
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